


















asalmore
Sticky Note
do we know how much total r/w will we be buying? how many total displacements?

asalmore
Oval
need to update this info

asalmore
Sticky Note
not sure this is correct - probably Spraeberry would be the closest to CL, so what would be the distance from their prop line to new CL?

grwright
Sticky Note
It looks like we will have 3 displacements.

grwright
Sticky Note
See comment on Page 13.

grwright
Sticky Note
Rocky Mountain Power is actually closer.  It is currently at 84 and the proposed is at 70.  Spraeberry would be at 100. 





asalmore
Sticky Note
is what's written here consistent with current purpose and need?if not, what differ?

grwright
Sticky Note
This is still accurate.



asalmore
Sticky Note
PSS Design Dvlp Stds pg:Design year 2038ADT present 7490, ADT future 9200DHV present 810, DHV future 1000design vehicle WB-62not sure where these numbers come from - the "design traffic volume projection report" for 2038 in PW Traffic folder has different numbers.what are LOS projections for new numbers for 2038? are they consistent with what is documented in the old Concept Report? is there a way to evaluate that given the previous plan uses DY2032 and the current design development is using DY2038?Please also look at pg. 14 LOS discussion for 5-lane alt in thinking about this.

asalmore
Sticky Note
is this still accurate description for current project? if not, what is different?

grwright
Sticky Note
This is still accurate.  The change at Country Club will not be as dramatic as the others.

grwright
Sticky Note
The PSS numbers came from TAMS.  Eric probably ran another report on another day and that's the numbers in the PW Traffic folder.  Talking with Corey, we don't believe that the LOW projections have changed.





asalmore
Sticky Note
do counties still oppose frontage road? did you hear landowners talk about this option in your recent meetings?

grwright
Sticky Note
This was not brought up in our meetings with the landowners.  We have not approached the County about this issue.



asalmore
Sticky Note
how does this compare to current design development numbers and scope?(refer also to pg. 11)

grwright
Sticky Note
This is fairly accurate.  See next comment for changes to roadway section.



asalmore
Sticky Note
is this still accurate for current project? if not, what differs?

grwright
Sticky Note
This is still fairly accurate.  The median will only 13 feet between Shelley and Sidwell and the shoulders will be 8 and 5 feet in this section as well.



asalmore
Oval
is this correct?if not, what is now different?

asalmore
Sticky Note
is this still the case?

asalmore
Sticky Note
this is the same, according to bonneville co comp plan map, bingham co zoning map detail, and city of shelley 

grwright
Sticky Note
From everything I have seen/read this is still the same.

grwright
Sticky Note
After discussions with the property owners and reviewing maps.  This is still the same.

grwright
Sticky Note
32 parcels in total.  8 are commercial

The R/W requirement varies from 5 to almost 92 feet.  I just depends on where you are at.  I don't know the total acquisition acres yet.  Kathy is still fine tuning the plans.



asalmore
Sticky Note
in order to determine if previous noise report is still valid (or if we need a new one), i need to figure out what traffic numbers and projections used in this previous analysis mean to the current project and design year.

grwright
Sticky Note
Just looking at the traffic numbers now compared to what was predicted.  We have less traffic.  Does that mean less noise, so we would not have to redo the study?



asalmore
Sticky Note
is section 2 still accurate?if not, what's different?

asalmore
Sticky Note
is section 8 still accurate?if not, what's different?

grwright
Sticky Note
The current access control is correct.  However the proposed access control is not.  ITD does not classify access control this way anymore.  We are not planning on purchasing access control for this project.

grwright
Sticky Note
We are looking at 3 displacements now.  I know that many of the others have already been acquired.  I don't know about the availability.  The displacements will be working with HQ relocation section.

















asalmore
Sticky Note
when's the public hearing?is there any other public invovlement you know of - city or county official correspondence, county coalition meeting discussions regarding this project, etc?

grwright
Sticky Note
The public hearing is on September 3.  I did make a presentation of the project to the Bingham County Coalition on April 16th.  Chris Peirsol has the minutes from the meeting.





asalmore
Sticky Note
can we estimate area of disturbance yet? 

grwright
Sticky Note
Once we get a touch better plans.  Yep.































asalmore
Rectangle
will we be 'removing wells'? if so, what does that mean as far as actually decommissioning a well? Capping? filling? I probably would do a SSA checklist if we are doing something to wells.

grwright
Sticky Note
We do know of 5 wells  that we will be acquiring.  There will also be 3 septic tanks/drainfields.  These will either be capped or filled.














